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Very interesting survey. It was valuable as a starting point, as it helped me gather all the various 
components to touch the ocean subject. It presents both the procedural ways to generate the 
ocean surface, and the Navier-Stokes based simulation approaches. Furthermore, it helped with 
understanding the rendering of the ocean surface, and especially of the white water part.
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Even though I discovered this series of tutorials at the last stage of my research, its contribution 
was important. Giesen, in his tutorial had a very similar path my approach. The tutorial did not 
escape the pure showcasing of certain parameters though, losing the chance to explain better why 
he followed his specific workflow. He helped in great length with the white water implementation, 
even though my approach did not reach the desired result.
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The main document that assisted with the ocean workflow in Houdini. This Master-class from 
Sidefx goes in great lengths to explain not only the ocean tool additions in the Houdini 16 version, 
but how they actually were conceived and function. On the other hand, the guided ocean layer tool 
was the least well explained component and white water was not explained at all. 
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